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PEIKKO DELIVERS CONNECTION ITEMS TO THE WORLD’S LARGEST ALUMINIUM SMELTER PLANT IN
BAHRAIN

Peikko Group’s subsidiary in The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Al Rashed Peikko LLC, has received a substantial order of
connection items to an expansion of an aluminium smelter plant located in Bahrain. The order comprises more than
10 000 pieces of HPKM® Column Shoes and HPM® Rebar Anchor Bolts for the plant’s column connections. The
deliveries are ongoing and they will continue until the end of 2017. The new pot line is estimated to begin production in
early 2019.

The developer of the plant is Aluminium Bahrain (ALBA), and the main contractor is Nass Contracting. Bechtel
Corporation is the project manager, and also responsible for the structural engineering of the project. The large precast
elements for the project are produced by Nass Contracting at an on-site factory. All other precast elements are supplied
by Delmon Precast. The current Line 6 Expansion Project will make Aluminium Bahrain the largest single site aluminium
smelter in the world.

“This project is one of the biggest industrial projects in Bahrain with a strong interest from the Bahraini government. We
are honored that Peikko was chosen as a supplier for this significant plant investment. Decisive for this project was the
fast and safe on-site assembly of Peikko’s column connections, which accelerates the frame erection phase. Also our
effective software tools for the design of column connections were appreciated”, states Topi Paananen, CEO of Peikko
Group Corporation.
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Topi Paananen, CEO, Peikko Group Corporation,
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Antti Rousku, General Manager, Al Rashed Peikko LLC,
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Peikko Group in brief:
Peikko Group Corporation is a leading global supplier of concrete connections and composite structures. Peikko’s
innovative solutions make customers’ building processes faster, easier, and more reliable. Peikko has subsidiaries in 30
countries in Asia-Pacific, Europe, the Middle East, and North America, with manufacturing operations in 9 countries.
Peikko’s turnover in 2016 was EUR 173 million. Peikko is a family-owned and run company that employs over 1,500
professionals. Peikko was founded in 1965 and is headquartered in Lahti, Finland. Further information:
www.peikko.com


